
House Tour - 1 Fairbridge Road 

• Bought in 1987 by the Lady Balogh 
Psychotherapy Trust (LBPT) 

• LBPT is a sister charity of AGIP 

• AGIP has free use of the house for meetings 
and training events 

• The house has 8 consulting rooms alongside 
its teaching and administrative facilities 

• The house is run from the rental income from 
room and consulting room hire 



Route to AGIP via Archway underground station or 
Upper Holloway overground station 

It is a short walk (about 5 minutes) from Archway tube station (Northern line) 
and even closer to Upper Holloway overground station. A number of buses 

also travel via Archway . 
Coming by car is not recommended as parking is restricted. 
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The front of the house 

The house is a large Victorian semi with three floors  

(and an unused basement).  



Aerial views of the house 
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Our front door 

Just to the right of the door you might be able to see the  

security entrance key pad which allows 24 hour access 
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Ground floor plan of the house 
The ground floor encompasses the AGIP office, kitchen (for anyone to make a 
drink), library, seminar room (where all the clinical group teaching takes 
place) and the group room (where the Foundation year teaching takes place). 
There is also a consulting room. 
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First floor of the house 

(Excuse  the rough sketch but it is broadly correct). 

There are 5 consulting rooms and 3 toilets. One of the front consulting 
rooms  is used for a Clinical Year experiential group meeting. 
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Second floor of the house 

The bottom of the sketch faces Fairbridge Road. 

On the second level the 3 consulting rooms are smaller as they have 
been built into the eves. 



Before we go inside a quick look at the garden 

A quiet, private place to sit between seminars, have a coffee  

or to eat your lunch. 



Teaching rooms 
Seminar room  - set up for a meeting – for the 
clinical course teaching the tables are removed and 
the chairs arranged in a circle 
 

Group room - Used to teach the Foundation course. 
The chairs are stacked just out of the picture on the 
left 



The library 
Open access shelves. The desk in the corner has a desktop with internet 

connection. Wifi is strongest in the library. 

This tends to be a meeting, eating and relaxing space as well as a library. 
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Consulting rooms 



Our final image of a consulting room 

 

We hope you have enjoyed this virtual tour of the house 


